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In hadron-hadron collisions at high energies, massive $e^+e^-$ pairs are predominantly produced via the Drell-Yan [1] process. In the standard model, quark-antiquark annihilations form an intermediate $\gamma^*$ or $Z(\gamma^*/Z)$ vector boson, which may yield an $e^+e^-$ pair. The presence of both vector and axial-vector couplings in this process gives rise to a forward-backward asymmetry, $A_{FB}$, in the final-state angle of the electron in the rest frame of the $e^+e^-$ pair (with respect to the proton direction). The standard model predicts accurately the mass $M$ dependence of the production cross section ($d\sigma/dM$) and $A_{FB}$. In the region of the $Z$ resonance, the predicted asymmetry is related to the electroweak mixing angle. For $M \gg M_Z$, the large predicted asymmetry (near 0.6) is a consequence of the interference between the propagators of the $\gamma^*$ and $Z$. Various new interactions not included in the standard model could result in deviations from the standard model predictions for both $d\sigma/dM$ and $A_{FB}$. Possible new interactions include additional gauge bosons [2–4], quark-lepton compositeness [5], exchange of $R$ parity violating supersymmetric particles or leptoquarks, and extra dimensions [6]. For example, although the mass limits [4] extracted from $d\sigma/dM$ for a variety of $Z'$ models are in the 600 GeV/$c^2$ range, the limits are reduced [3] if the $Z'$ width (typically $\Gamma_{Z'} \approx 0.01 M_{Z'}$) is increased to, e.g., $\approx 0.01 M_{Z'}$ to account for the possibility of a more general [3] $Z'$ model with enhanced couplings to the third generation. Therefore, it is important to use both $d\sigma/dM$ and $A_{FB}$ in a more general search for new physics.

In this Letter we extract measurements of $d\sigma/dM$ and improve the existing measurements of $A_{FB}$. The previous Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) measurements in the $e^+e^-$ [5] and $\mu^+\mu^-$ [7] channels reported, on a central ($|\eta| < 1.1$) region, measurements of $d^2\sigma/dMdy$ averaged over rapidities [8] of $|y| < 1$. Electrons in the plug ($1.1 < |\eta| < 2.4$) but not forward ($2.2 < |\eta| < 4.2$) calorimeter were included in the previous CDF measurement [9] of $A_{FB}$, but backgrounds in the plug region were large resulting in significant uncertainties. This analysis includes electrons in the plug and forward regions of the calorimeter, thus covering a larger range of rapidity. New analysis techniques and tracking requirements in the forward region greatly reduce the backgrounds and uncertainties. In addition, by applying electroweak and QED radiative corrections [10,11] (which correct for the change in $M$ from the emission of final state photons), measurements of $A_{FB}$ in small bins over a large range in mass are extracted for the first time. Our measurement of $e^+e^-$ pairs with invariant masses between 40 and 500 GeV/$c^2$ complement measurements in $e^+e^-$ machines, which currently extend to 200 GeV/$c^2$.

The $e^+e^-$ pairs come from 108 $pb^{-1}$ of $p\bar{p}$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 1.8$ TeV taken by CDF [8] during 1992–1993 ($18.7 \pm 0.7 \, pb^{-1}$) and 1994–1995 ($89.1 \pm 3.7 \, pb^{-1}$). The CDF detector consists of a solenoidal magnetic spectrometer surrounded by projective-tower-geometry calorimeters and outer muon detectors. Only detector components used in this measurement are described here. Charged particle momenta and directions are measured by the spectrometer embedded in a 1.4 T axial magnetic field, an 84-layer cylindrical drift chamber (CTC), an inner vertex tracking chamber (VTX), and a silicon vertex detector (SVX). The polar coverage of the CTC tracking is $|\eta| < 1.2$. The $p\bar{p}$ collision point along the beam line ($Z_{\text{vertex}}$) is determined using tracks in the VTX. The energies and directions [8] of electrons, photons, and jets are measured by three separate calorimeters covering three regions: central (C), end plug (P), and forward (F). Each calorimeter has an electromagnetic (EM) and a hadronic (HAD) calorimeter. We follow the analysis procedure used in our previous measurements [12,13] of $d\sigma/dy$ and $d\sigma/dP_T$ of $Z$ boson pairs. The measurement of $A_{FB}$ requires the sign of at least one lepton. Therefore, we require one of the leptons to be in the central region.

The sample of $e^+e^-$ events was collected by a three-level on-line trigger that required an electron in either the central or the plug calorimeter. The off-line analysis selected events with two or more electron candidates. Since the electrons from the Drell-Yan process are typically isolated, a cut on the amount of transverse energy in a cone outside the electron shower is imposed [12,13]. Electrons in the central, end plug, and forward regions are required to be within the fiducial area of the calorimeters and to have a minimum $E_T$ of 22, 20, and 15 GeV, respectively. To improve the purity of the sample, electron identification cuts are applied [14]. The central electron (or one of them if there are two) is required to pass strict criteria. The criteria on the other electron are looser. A
central electron must have a CTC track that extrapolates to the electron’s shower cluster in the EM calorimeter. This cluster must have EM-like transverse shower profiles. The track momentum and the EM shower energy must be consistent with one another. The track is also used to determine the position and direction of the central electron. The fraction of energy in the HAD calorimeter towers behind the EM shower is required to be consistent with that expected for an EM shower ($E_{\text{HAD}}/E_{\text{EM}}$). The plug electrons must also have an EM-like transverse shower profile. The end plug and forward electrons are required to pass the $E_{\text{HAD}}/E_{\text{EM}}$ requirement and to have a track in the VTX which originates from the same vertex as the other electron and points to the position of the electromagnetic cluster in the calorimeter. The ratio of found to expected hits in the VTX is required to be greater than 70% and 50% for plug and forward electrons, respectively. The VTX tracking efficiency is (97.8 ± 0.3)% for plug electrons and (97.0 ± 0.9)% for forward electrons. To eliminate backgrounds from dijet events for very forward electrons both lepton legs for CF events are required to be on the same side of the detector, i.e., have the same sign in $\eta$. The total data sample after all cuts consists of 7632 events.

With the above cuts, backgrounds are low and can be reliably estimated using the data. Because of the CTC tracking requirement, the jet background for the central-central (CC) sample is negligible. All CC events are required to be opposite sign (the eight same sign events are all in the $Z$ mass region and originate from the small charge misidentification probability). The CC background is mainly composed of $e^+e^-$ pairs from $W^+W^-$, $\tau^+\tau^-$, $c\bar{c}$, $b\bar{b}$, and $t\bar{t}$ sources. This background is estimated using $e^\pm\mu^\mp$ pairs. Because of the tracking and same side requirements, the backgrounds in the central-plug (CP) and central-forward (CF) topologies are also small [12,13] and mainly come from dijet events. As described in Refs. [12,13], these are extracted from the data by fitting the isolation energy distribution to a sum of the expected distributions for signal and background events. For $M_{ee} > 105$ GeV the isolation energy fraction is used. The shapes of the isolation energy distributions are extracted from selected jet background-dominated and electron signal-dominated data samples.

The acceptance for $e^+e^-$ pairs is obtained using the Monte Carlo event generator PYTHIA 6.146 [15], and CDF detector simulation programs. PYTHIA generates the LO QCD interaction ($q + \bar{q} \rightarrow \gamma^*/Z$), simulates initial state QCD radiation via its parton shower algorithms, and generates the decay, $\gamma^*/Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$. To approximate higher order QCD corrections to the LO mass distribution, a $K$ factor [16] is used as an event weight: $K(M^2) = 1 + \frac{4}{3}(1 + \frac{4}{9}\pi^2)\alpha_s(M^2)/2\pi$, where $\alpha_s$ is the QCD coupling. This factor improves the agreement between the NLO and LO mass spectra. (For $M > 50$ GeV/$c^2$, $1.25 < K < 1.36$.) The CTEQ5L [17] PDFs are used in the acceptance calculations. Final state QED radiation [10] from the $\gamma^*/Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$ vertex is added by the PHOTOS [11] Monte Carlo program. The parameters of PYTHIA 6.146 are tuned [15] to fit experimentally measured $P_T$ [13] and $y$ distributions [12] of $e^+e^-$ pairs in the $Z$ region. Generated events are processed by CDF detector simulation programs and are reconstructed as data. Reconstructed Monte Carlo events are accepted if they pass the fiducial, kinematic, and mass cuts.

The angle of the electron is determined in the Collins-Soper [18] frame, which reduces the uncertainty in the angle introduced by the transverse momentum of the incoming partons. We determine the cross sections $d\sigma^+/dM$ and $d\sigma^-/dM$ for forward and backward events, respectively. $d\sigma/dM$ [shown in Fig. 1(a)] and $A_{FB}$ [shown in Fig. 1(b)] are extracted from the sum and difference of the forward and backward cross sections. The very small misidentification probability is handled as a dilution factor in $A_{FB}$. The CC, CP, and CF samples are combined and are binned in $M$, and $d\sigma/dM$ is given by

$$d\sigma/dM = \frac{N - B}{\Delta M \sum_{\Delta M} L_{\text{eA}}}$.$$

Here $N$ is the number of observed events, $B$ is the estimated background in a bin, $\Delta M$ is the bin width, the
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The systematic errors are determined from the following:

sum $r$ is over the 1992–1993 and 1994–1995 runs, $L$, is the integrated luminosity, and $eA_{\text{rc}}$ is the run’s combined event selection efficiency, radiative corrections, and acceptance. The backgrounds subtracted from the event count are predicted using the data and background samples. Acceptances are calculated separately for CC, CP, and CF pairs. They are combined with the corresponding event selection efficiencies to give $eA_{\text{Ac}}$. $A_{\text{Ac}}$ includes corrections for detector resolution smearing. Since the PYTHIA/PHOTOS [11] Monte Carlo program includes radiative final-state photons, the effects of the final-state radiated photons [10,11] are calculated together with the acceptance calculation. Also shown in Fig. 1(a) are CDF dimuon results for $d\sigma/dM$ (which have not been previously published). These were extracted from the published dimuon [7] data (d$^2\sigma$/d$M$dy for $|y|<1$) by applying a correction using a QCD-NLO calculation [19] that describes our measured $Z\ell^+\ell^-\nu\bar{\nu}$ pair $y$ distributions [12] over the entire kinematic range. The $e^+e^-$ cross sections and asymmetries for $M_{ee}<105$ GeV/c$^2$ are given in Table I, and the higher mass data samples and backgrounds are summarized in Table II. We define $\overline{M}$ to be the mass value for which the cross section is equal to the average cross section over each bin, as calculated from a NNLO theoretical prediction [20] for $d\sigma/dM$.

The systematic errors are determined from the following: statistical errors in the fits to the fractional background, variations in the background estimates using different methods, the background in the efficiency sample, the uncertainty in energy resolution of the calorimeter, the choice of PDFs, and the distribution of $e^+e^-\nu\bar{\nu}$ used in the Monte Carlo event generator. Above the region of the $Z$ mass, the total systematic errors are much smaller than the statistical errors, and the total errors shown in Table II are dominated by statistics. In the $Z$ mass region, the systematic errors are less than half of the statistical error (as shown below). The $p\bar{p}$ collision luminosity is derived with CDF’s beam-beam cross section, $\sigma_{\text{BBC}} = 51.15 \pm 1.60$ mb [21,22]. The luminosity error of 3.9% contains the $\sigma_{\text{BBC}}$ error and uncertainties specific to running conditions. As described in a previous communication [12], the extracted cross section in the $Z$ mass region is $252.1 \pm 3.9$(stat) $\pm 1.6$(syst) $\pm 9.8$(lum) pb. Note that since the $p\bar{p}$ inelastic cross section used by CDF in luminosity calculations differs from DØ’s by $+5.9\%$ [22], the DØ $e^+e^-$ cross sections [23] shown in Fig. 1 have been multiplied by 1.059.

Figure 1 also compares the measured $d\sigma/dM$ and $A_{\text{FB}}$ to theoretical predictions. The $d\sigma/dM$ curve is a QCD NNLO [20] calculation with MRST99 NLO PDFs [24]. The predictions in Fig. 1(a) are normalized by a factor $F=1.11$, the ratio of measured total cross section in the $Z$ region to the NNLO prediction (the overall normalization uncertainties are 3.9% for the experimental data and 5%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass bin (GeV/c$^2$)</th>
<th>$M_{ee}$ (GeV/c$^2$)</th>
<th>$d\sigma_{ee}/dM$ (pb/GeV/c$^2$)</th>
<th>$A_{\text{FB}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>2.30 $\pm$ 0.47</td>
<td>-0.02 $\pm$ 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–60</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>0.80 $\pm$ 0.11</td>
<td>-0.17 $\pm$ 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–70</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>0.60 $\pm$ 0.06</td>
<td>-0.56 $\pm$ 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–78</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>0.58 $\pm$ 0.05</td>
<td>-0.47 $\pm$ 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78–86</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>1.64 $\pm$ 0.06</td>
<td>-0.21 $\pm$ 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86–88</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>5.89 $\pm$ 0.22</td>
<td>-0.09 $\pm$ 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88–90</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>18.28 $\pm$ 0.52</td>
<td>-0.04 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90–92</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>54.85 $\pm$ 1.39</td>
<td>0.07 $\pm$ 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92–94</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>22.75 $\pm$ 0.66</td>
<td>0.11 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94–100</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>3.80 $\pm$ 0.12</td>
<td>0.28 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–105</td>
<td>102.2</td>
<td>0.91 $\pm$ 0.07</td>
<td>0.38 $\pm$ 0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. The $e^+e^-$ cross sections and asymmetries for $M_{ee}<105$ GeV/c$^2$. The statistical and systematic errors have been combined in quadrature. The 3.9% overall luminosity error is not included.
for the NNLO theory). The standard model predictions for $A_{FB}$ have been calculated [3,10] in NLO-QCD. The measured $d\sigma/dM$ and $A_{FB}$ values are in good agreement with the standard model predictions. However, $A_{FB}$ in the highest mass bin (300–600 GeV/$c^2$) is 2.2 $\sigma$ (standard deviations) below the standard model prediction. There are three events [25] in the negative hemisphere and one event in the positive hemisphere. A negative asymmetry in this region could be a fluctuation, or could result from new interactions including additional gauge bosons [2–4] (discussed as an example below), quark-lepton compositeness [5], exchange of $R$ parity violating supersymmetric particles, leptoquarks, and extra dimensions [6]. These data can be used in global fits to electroweak data to search (or extract limits) for physics beyond the standard model. For example, the predicted theoretical curves [3] for $d\sigma/dM$ and $A_{FB}$ in models which include extra $E6$ $Z'$ bosons (with parameters tuned to fit low energy electroweak data) are shown as the dashed and dotted curves in Fig. 1.
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[8] F. Abe et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res., Sect. A 271, 387 (1988). CDF coordinates are in $(\theta, \phi, z)$, where $\theta$ is the polar angle relative to the proton beam (the $+z$ axis), and $\phi$ is the azimuth. The pseudorapidity is $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$. Here $P_T = P \sin \theta$, $y = \frac{1}{2} \ln \frac{P^+}{P^-}$, $P$ and $P_z$ are the magnitude and $z$ component of a particle’s momentum, and $E_T = E \sin \theta$, where $E$ is the energy measured in the calorimeter.
[15] T. Sjostrand, Comput. Phys. Commun. 82, 74 (1994). The default PYTHIA 6.146 is used except MSTJ(41) = 1, MSTP(91) = 1, and PARP(62, 91, 92) = 1, 0.25, 2.0, 10.0 GeV.
[25] The (mass, $cos \theta$, region) of the four highest mass ee events are (303, 0.4, CP), (319, $-0.41$, CC), (354, $-0.14$, CC), and (496, $-0.29$, CC), respectively.